Yalumba 'The Strapper' GSM, 2013
Background
Yalumba wines have a style all of their own and each have been influenced by a diverse
range of elements. Elements Yalumba likes to call 'the controllables', such as the Yalumba
Vine Nursery and on-site cooperage – as well as other factors that cannot be emulated by
any other winery. Yalumba’s history and tradition combined with a reputation for
innovation.Yalumba has been at the forefront of introducing new wine styles to Australian
drinkers over the past decade; perfumed white viognier and slinky, supple red tempranillo.
Yalumba also leads the industry in environmental performance; reducing carbon emissions,
increasing biodiversity and exploring organic viticulture. As well as looking to the future,
it has been celebrating its 160-year-old Barossa heritage by developing an Old Vine charter,
and releasing reds from ancient shiraz and grenache plants. 'Remaining one of Australia's
oldest, largest and most prestigious family owned companies, Yalumba's top wines should
not be overlooked amongst the limelight-hogging young-gun wines that have sprung-up
around the Barossa in the last 20 years.' (Lisa Perrotti-Brown, MW, erobertparker.com,
Dec. 2010)
Tasting Notes
Deep garnet in colour, this is a wine of many layers. It shows liquorice, blackberry and plum,
supported by notes of sandalwood and white pepper. A robust palate, full of chocolate
and juicy plum, with a gravelly tannin finish make it a great accompaniment to BBQ T-bone
and seasoned wedges.
Reviews
4 1/2 stars (out of 5), Rod Phillips (rodphillipsonwine.com):
"It's a happy coincidence that GSM, the grenache-syrah-mourvèdre blend, works equally
well when you call syrah 'shiraz' and mourvèdre 'mataro.' 'The Strapper' is a strapping red,
full of ripe fruit that's solid from attack to finish. It's full-bodied and full-flavoured, with
good structure and acid-fruit balance. The texture is quite generous and fleshy, and there's
a slight grittiness to the tannins, but nothing that gets in the way of the essential fruit.
Drink this now and over the next two or three years - by the end of the decade, for sure."

Vintage: 2013
Winery: Yalumba (http://www.
yalumba.com/)
Region: South Australia
Availability: Available Now in
Vintages
LCBO Number: 295873
Bottle Size: 750 ml
Composition: Grenache/Garnacha,
Shiraz / Syrah and Mourvedre
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